Q turned A
Author's notes
The text below is Q's writings that were copied verbatim and then painstakingly inverted
and reduced for the ease of consumption. Adding answers or summarizing text was done
at a bare minimum and only when required and absolutely factually veri iable, with an
emphasis placed on brevity and retaining the core message. Acronyms were also written
longhand and position titles added where it was deemed appropriate.
The writings from October 29 and 30 have been categorized and restructured. The
author's takeaway is these posts are a concise summary, while October 31 and beyond
focus on the details of this text.

October 29 and 30
Mockingbird
Open your eyes. Through the looking glass.
They rely on the MSM to keep the narrative going, but technology is entrenching on
their controls. They missed this in 2016 and are desperately attempting to censor it
now due to CIA cash infusions. This will fail.

POTUS
POTUS must go around the 3 letter agencies. He is surrounding himself with generals
and military intelligence. The Supreme Court allows for the use of Military Intelligence
against Congressional assembled and approved agencies. POTUS has the ultimate
authority over our branches of military without approval conditions (unless 90+ days
in wartime conditions) to defend threats, both foreign and domestic.
Military Intellingence/State Secrets can be used against any three letter agency. A
Supreme Court decision opened the door for a sitting President to activate the
National Guard. The US Military will conduct the operation while the National Guard is
activated. Proof check: Locate a National Guard member and ask if activated for duty
October 30 across most major cities. Expect massive riots organized in de iance and
others leeing the US to occur.
POTUS won't go on TV to address nation and he must isolate himself to prevent
negative optics. He can't address the nation as people begin to be indicted and must
appear neutral. POTUS knew that removing criminal rogue elements was a irst step
and essential to freedom to pass legislation. Someone has access to everything

classi ied. It's a priority to clean out the bad actors and unite the people behind the
America First agenda. POTUS is 100% insulated.

Huma/Hillary
Hillary's extradition is already in motion effective October 27 with several countries in
case of cross border run. Passport is approved to be lagged effective October 30.
Hillary is detained, but not yet arrested. Find and follow Huma Abedin. This has
nothing to do with Russia (yet).
Hillary, Soros, Obama, etc. don't have more power than Trump. Whomever controls the
of ice of the Presidecy controls this great land.
Hillary wasn't prosecuted for the emails because Obama ultimately OK'd it by using
the non government email address to communicate with Clinton. Obama also had an
alias along with each of his cabinet members. Therefore, indicting Hillary would lead
to indicting Obama & his cabinet, which could never happen. He lied about knowing
which ultimately came out in the dump. Poof!
Find where Anthony Weiner is being held. He (Huma Abedin's husband) is in federal
jail. Hillary: Muslim Brotherhood or child? What would you do? Kiss your child
goodbye and leave without a mother or father for Clinton. Find Huma Abedin on
October 29. She was with Hillary on her book tour. Follow Huma Abedin on October
30. Hillary had a special mentor.
When Hillary lost, how could this debt be repaid? What did Obama do with cash just
prior to leaving of ice? Repaid those who donated for favors/access. Dig!!!! Again, good
people were forced into bed with this evil under personal and family threats. You
couldn't live with yourself helping to cover up such evil despicable acts if given a safe
way out. These people worship Satan. Some openly show it.

G-men
Many in our government worship Satan. It's not about RvD at this stage. Have faith.
Regarding Military Intelligence / State Secrets. No FBI.
POTUS installed his people within each top spot at each 3 letter agency except 1. Adm
Rogers (Dir., NSA)) kick started this and scrubbed all POTUS nominations to verify his
oath. You think they aren't in control of those respective agencies? Look at the most
valuable information AG Sessions has on the leakers. Fire or prosecute. A
reorganization is underway and is happening. Senate Republicans pushed for Federal
Judge con irmations last week. Senate Republicans are now dropping out. Not by
choice, but they were offered a choice (rest assured they will vote pro Trump).
Projection democrats can't lose control over the black population.

Military Intelligence v FBI, CIA, and NSA.
There is no current approval or congressional oversight as State Secrets are upheld
under the Supreme Court. POTUS can impose Military Intel take over the
investigations for the 3 letter agencies, but conditions must present itself. This is so
VERY important.
Someone surrounds POTUS. They lost this very important power - the one area of the
government not corrupt and directly serving POTUS. The Military Intelligence
reference above is the absolute biggest inside drop this board will ever receive.
Now think about why ANTIFA plays right into the plan. Always ahead. Good guys are
winning. Think about the timing of POTUS traveling to China and South Korea.
The FBI and Military Intelligence have an open investigation into the Clinton
Foundation. Comey droped this. Comey was the FBI director during the Haiti crisis.
Many kids disappeared. The money that was sent to the Clinton Foundation under
disguise of the Haiti Relief is missing. Countries donated big money to the Clinton
Foundation and much was owed by accepting it.

Shifting powers
This was a hostile takeover from an evil corrupt network of players (not just
Democrats). Democrats and Republicans never believed for a moment they would lose
control. This is not a RvD battle.
Follow the money, it's the key.
Soros donated all his money recently. Soros transferred his bulk public funds to a nonpro it. He placed it all in a Renewal Community. Soros' son had several meetings with
the Canadian Prime Minister and that is related to Clinton's. Can you rely on being able
to board a plane and ly away?
Look at Pelosi's net worth by way of one example. Her memory is apparently going. It's
cover for possible future indictment.
McCain never had surgery and that was a cover for a future out if need be against
prosecution.
Note this doesn't include massive slush funds that are pulled by several high ups.
MS-13 is a priority - nobody got this. People pay such gangs to kill opponents to
insulate against exposure. The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed.
Many are thinking from one point of view, US only. This evil is embedded globally. The
US is the irst domino.
At some point, the great awakening will occur whereby these false local/national black
leaders who are corrupt and paid off to help keep the black population poor and in
need. Democrats formed the Confederate States against freeing slaves and also the
KKK. When the truth about Haiti is released, democrats will lose the majority of the
vote.

Uranium 1
It inally came out that Rod/Bob were key players in the Uranium 1 scandal. POTUS
would be tweeting about their removal given the clear con lict, but POTUS meet Bob
under the cover of FBI Director interview. Bob is unable to serve as Director per the
law. Gowdy(Head of House Oversight Committee) comments on Comey (history will
repeat itself). POTUS has everything. Not everyone is corrupt.

Q — day by day.
OCTOBER 31
The Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility (SCIF) Military Intelligence looks at
'State Secrets' and how they're upheld in the Supreme Court. Something must be
completed to engage Military Intel over other (3) letter agencies. Something must
occur to allow for civilian trials.
Look at Mueller's military background. Trump was asked to run for President with
assurances made to prevent tampering. POTUS is always 5-steps ahead. Someone is
helping POTUS. There are more good people than bad. The wizards and warlocks
(inside term) won't allow another Satanic Evil control our country.
Look who POTUS is in control of. Look to the one organization left that isn't corrupt.
Flynn has a military background. Adm Rogers (Dir., NSA) met Trump privately without
authority. POTUS knows where the bodies are buried. POTUS has the goods on most
bad actors. Hillary was next in line. The election was suppose to be rigged. Good
people prevented the rigging. POTUS formed a panel to investigate. Has POTUS *ever*
made a statement that did not become proven as true/fact? The military plays such a
vital role. POTUS is surrounded by highly respected generals. The Secret Service
guards former Presidents. They guard Hillary.
ANTIFA is allowed to operate. The Muslim Brotherhood hasn't been classi ied as a
terrorist organization. What if a Soros funded operations gets violent and engages in
domestic terrorism? What happens if mayors/ police comms/chiefs do not enforce the
law? POTUS has speci ic power over the Marines.
Remember Soros, Clintons, Obama, Putin, etc. are all controlled by 3 families. The 4th
was removed post Trump's victory.
Nov 3 - Podesta indicted
Nov 6 - Huma Abedin indicted. Manafort was placed into Trump's camp (as well as
others).
A deep cleaning is occurring and the prevention and defense of pure evil is occurring
on a daily basis. The corruption that will come out is so serious that deals must be cut
for people to walk away, otherwise 70% of elected politicians would be in jail. They

never thought they were going to lose control of the Presidency (not just democrats)
and thought they had control since making past mistakes (JFK, Reagan).
Get the popcorn. Friday & Saturday will deliver on the MAGA promise. Soros is
targeted. POTUS knows he must clean house (govt) in order to 'free up' and
demonstrate he has authority to pass important legislation. This was always the
priority. Remember, AG Sessions cannot look like an impartial player that is out to get
all former Obama team members as we need him for other important work. Obama
traveled in advance of POTUS to foreign locations. POTUS is 100% insulated with no
risk of impeachment.
Focus on the power of POTUS as it relates to the Marines. Military Intel can be applied
to prosecute bad actors and avoid corrupt agencies and judges. Mueller met POTUS 1
day prior to FBI announcement, but COULD NOT be offered director due to prev term
limits rule. Pelosi is begging for a new special counsel.
Look at Pelosi's net worth. This couldn't be obtained given her salary as career of icial.
Pelosi's memory is going. It could protect against prosecution. Look at the Mayo Clinic.
The Board of Directors are corrupt. John M's surgery was fake. This could prevent
prosecution.
Democrats want to control the black population. They intentionally keep them poor
and in need. Democrats project racism on a daily basis against Republicans. Black
elected of icials do the crazy talk on behalf of democrats. Democrats cover the
historical facts of forming the confederacy, KKK, and oppose all things pro black
regarding legislation. What happens if democrats lose the slave grip on the black
population? Democrates, through the funding of the CIA, prop up and install
Hollywood/media assets. There are historical advantages that democrats gained by
having MSM and famous people peddling the narrative. Someone exposed the
pedophile network within Hollywood. This falls within Operation Mockingbird.
Someone met with POTUS yesterday. AG Sessions was there. Multiple Military Intel
generals were on the White House list to attend separate meetings. Those meetings
could have been combined. Certain rooms in the White House have been renovated to
clear bugs and tracking devices. There were meetings on Monday where no phones
were allowed in this room (one of many). A certain irm was contracted to conduct the
renovations.
Someone controls the National Guard. The National Guard was recently activated in
select cities within the US. The National Guard works in coordination with the
Marines, but conditions need to be satis ied in order to authorize. A former President
used the military to save the republic. The Military Intel has the same SAPs as NSA, CIA
etc as designated post 9-11. Someone can be held hostage and controlled.
CIA thinks its foreign offshore assets are strong enough to defend against the US
Executive (not accounting for military use on domestic soil). The Constitution
explicitly grants this authority to the President and look what it prevents. Some
things must remain classi ied til the very end.

North Korea is not being run by Kim, he's an actor in the play. There is a director. The
truth would sound so outrageous most Americans would riot, revolt, reject, etc. Any
person making statements won't be seeking re-election and are put in submission. For
the betterment of the country, not all will be prosecuted and all will do as told. More of
this will occur and even on the democrate side.
The child abductions for satanic rituals (i.e. Haiti and other 3rd world countries) are
paused, but not terminated until players are in custody. A device was placed
somewhere in the White House that could actually cause harm to anyone in the room
and would in essence be undetected. When was it reported Trump Jr dropped his SS
detail, he took that huge risk given what we know. World stalemate. We have the goods
on everyone else. That's part of the reason why some things that tie back to foreign
heads of state will remain classi ied.
Trump and others are working to balance what we are doing well for America while at
the same time purify our government and remove the bad actors. Some are
entrenched. There is so much string pulling and blackmail that we need to cut. The
initial wave will be fast and meaningful. It will send a signal to others immediately and
you'll see the tide turn which not even the MSM can hide from.
Over the course of the next several days, you will undoubtedly realize that we are
taking back our great country from the evil tyrants that wish to do us harm and
destroy the last remaining refuge of shining light. On POTUS' order, we have initiated
certain fail-safes that shall safeguard the public from the primary fallout which is
slated to occur Nov 3 upon the arrest announcement of Mr. Podesta (actionable Nov
4). Con irmation (to the public) of Look at occurring will then be revealed and won't
be openly accepted. Public riots are being organized in serious numbers in an effort to
prevent the arrest and capture of more senior public of icials. On POTUS' order, a state
of temporary military control will be actioned and special ops carried out.
False leaks have been made to retain several within the con ines of the United States to
prevent their extradition and special operators are necessity. The atmosphere within
the country will unfortunately be divided as so many have fallen for the corrupt and
evil narrative that has long been broadcast. We will be initiating the Emergency
Broadcast System (EMS) during this time in an effort to provide a direct message to all
citizens. Certain laws have been pre-lifted to provide our great military the necessary
authority to handle and conduct these operations (at home and abroad).
POTUS will be well insulated/protected on Air Force 1 and abroad while these
operations are conducted due to the nature of the entrenchment. It is time to take back
our country and make America great again. The primary targets are within DC and
remain at the top of both sides. The spill over in the streets will be quickly shut down.
Look for more false lags – stay alert, be vigilant.
November 2
Military Intelligence. No media. No leaks.

How many Military Intel generals have been in/out of White House in the past 30
days? Focus on Flynn's background and potential role. Look at the common
denominator in terms of military backgrounds close to POTUS. Soros is transferred the
bulk of his 'public' funds to a Non-Pro it Organization. Someone owes a lot to very bad
actors. She must repay the payment that was made under promise of victory. Cash
payments occurred by Obama during the last 90 of his Presidency to foreign states
and/ or organizations. What slush fund did AG Sessions (through DOJ) put an end to?
Soros, Obama, Clinton, Holder, Lynch, etc all net-ed many millions of dollars.
Something was negotiated on the tarmac between Bill Clinton and Lynch. It was
expected Hillary was going to win during this time period. The wizards and warlocks
tipped off a local reporter as to the supposed unscheduled stop.
The NSA is under the personal direction of Adm Rogers (Dir., NSA), who had this
meeting miscategorized and logged under a false identity to prevent bad actors from
locating while also verifying to said players all was clear. No logs. Something happened
when the wizards and warlocks revealed what they had. Comey was forced into the
spotlight shortly thereafter not by choice. Right before the election no doubt which
would cast suspicion.
Some, for so long, have sacri iced the good people of this land for their own personal
gain. Four carriers & escorts are in the Paci ic to prevent other state actors from
attempting to harm us during this transition. Russia / China. Or conversely all for
North Korea. Or all three. Note the increased military movement and the National
Guard deployments starting tomorrow. Note false lags. Follow Huma Abedin. The
calm before the storm.
Obama has been to North Korea and perhaps is there now. His administration did little
to slow their nuclear and missile capabilities. The deal was done with Iran under
Obama and sealed under top secret classi ication. Congress wasn't noti ied. After
Obama left of ice, suddenly North Korea has nukes and the tech to miniaturize for
payload delivery within the U.S.. What about NSA, CIA, DI etc all con irming tech won't
be in place for 5+ years as stated in 2016?
It is not a coincidence the mountain that housed North Korea's nuclear weapons
testing collapsed. I wonder if critically important materials as well as scientists
(aka the bomb makers) were inside when it happened. Shocking that no global
news agency suspect we had something to do with it.
We serve at the pleasure of the President. Resistance will be dealt with swiftly.
The core focus is removing entrenched and forti ied bad actors within our federal
government (past and present) as well as others. Simply be diligent. Phone numbers
will be provided if you witness an uprising or other domestic violence (in addition to
911). Any military seen is for your protection as well as to demonstrate our resolve.
Watch for con irmations tomorrow (Nov 3). Before POTUS departs on Friday, he will
be sending an important message via Twitter.
Follow Huma Abedin. It just broke with Huma Abedin. Hillary instructed Huma Abedin
to remove classi ied markings. This is story just now coming out. Donna Brazile is

running for cover. A deal was granted in exchange for something. Someone made that
deal. We care about Donna and those who instructed her to violate the law. This is
being leaked verses simply prosecuted privately.
Someone is attempting to change the narrative and soften the acts that are
forthcoming this weekend. The information regarding Obama is important regarding
Uranium 1 and his export approval to Canada to EU. Find Obama today (Nov 2).
Obama and/or his admin made false statements that Uranium 1 would never be
exported from the US. Someone made those statements. Someone they report to.
The CIA controls the narrative. Left wing organizations are beginning to report on
DNC/D corruption. The CIA has operators inside the MSM. What happens if it's tied
back that executives knew? This has to do with 'leaking'. It can be veri ied that no
sourced stories were in fact approved to be published.
The wormhole goes deep. It is not coincidence there is always a terrorist attack when
bademocratic news breaks for the democrats. The Military is relevant. Obama could
not and would not allow the military to destroy ISIS. How was ISIS formed. When.
POTUS has made such progress in the short time he's been President.
Alice & Wonderland. Look at Q Clearance, explicitly to DOE. Someone has the goods on
Uranium 1. Stating 'Q' don't refer that person works in DOE but that someone is
dropping such information has the highest level of security within all departments.
Obama: "Russia should be viewed as a friendly partner under Section 123 the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954" after agreeing to a new nuclear weapons reduction deal and
helping US with Iran. There is an enemy. Look at what is being continually stated by all
democrats. The Russia reset provided a clearance/pathway to complete the Uranium 1
deal.
The Canadian Prime Minister is so important. They never thought they were going to
lose. This week, Senator Grassley (one example) has a higher than normal security
detail. Grassley and others are held in a secure location. When did this start? What has
been different this week? He is the Uranium 1 FBI informant.
Secret sessions are underway. This could be discovered. What must be reported even if
iled under 'State Secrets'. It's a name recognized around the world.
How did North Korea obtain Uranium? Iran obtained Uranium. The hostage
component was a cover. The cash component could be handed off to other people.
How many planes carried the cash into Iran? Where did the planes carrying the cash
depart from and land? They didn't all land in the same location.
Someone really controls North Korea. Wars are so important. Someone bene its. Find
Obama TODAY (November 2). Find Valarie Jarret. Alice & Wonderland.
The White House reviewed Obama's inancial disclosure when he submitted pre-D
election campaign. Look at the annual salary of a sitting US president. What homes

were just purchased by Obama? It doesn't reconcile. Look at the net worth of Pelosi.
Look at the McCain Institute. Notice the patterns relating to the Clinton Foundation.
McCain obtained his surgery at the Mayo Clinic ... at least supposedly. How many days
until he was back in Congress and sitting on the OS comm. Look at Maxine Waters net
worth. The money buys something.
Alice & Wonderland. List those who have foundations. The donations can be used
personally. Analyze the ilings. The politically motivated and corrupt IRS is charged
with overseeing this. The level of corruption in our country (and most others) is so
severe there is only one way. Alice & Wonderland.
Look to Twitter: "My fellow Americans, the Storm is upon us ..."
"For I know the plans I have for you," declares the LORD, "plans to prosper you and not
to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future."
The Clinton campaign is trying to sweep important questions under the rug about top
aide Huma Abedin, her family ties to the Muslim Brotherhood and to Saudi Arabia, and
her role in the ballooning Clinton email scandal. Her mother, Saleha Abedin, sits on the
Presidency Staff Council of the International Islamic Council for Da'wa and Relief, a
group that is chaired by the leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, Sheikh Yusuf alQaradawi. Recognizing how offensive such ties will be to voters concerned over future
terrorist attacks on this country by radical Muslims professing allegiance to Sharia law,
the Clinton campaign on Monday tried to downplay Ms. Abedin's involvement in the
Journal and the Muslim Brotherhood. The Clinton surrogate group Media Matters
claimed predictably there was “no evidence” that Ms. Abedin or her family had ties to
the Muslim Brotherhood, and Trump campaign staffers were conspiracy theorists.
To debunk the evidence, Media Matters pointed to a Snopes “fact-check” piece that
cited as its sole source by Senator John McCain. The same John McCain that met Libyan
militia leader Abdelkarim Belhaj, a known al Qaeda associate, and saluted him as “my
hero” during a 2011 visit to Benghazi. Yet Senator McCain and others roundly
criticized Representative Michele Bachmann in 2012 when she and four members of
the House Permanent Select Committee Intelligence and the House Judiciary
Committee cited Ms. Abedin in letters sent to the Inspectors General of the
Department of Defense, Department of State, Department of Justice, Department of
Homeland Security, and the Of ice of the Director of National Intelligence, warning
about Muslim Brotherhood in iltration of the United States government.
Jared Kushner(POTUS advisor) took an undisclosed trip to Saudi Arabia. He needed a
face to face meeting instead of a phone call for a reason. Saudi Arabia welcomed
POTUS during his trip. This is historic and not covered by MSM. How did Saudi Arabia
welcome Obama during his trip? How did Saudi Arabia welcome Hillary during her
trip? Not suggesting Saudi Arabia is clean by any means, but they play a role in this
global game of RISK.
The low of information is no longer controlled by the MSM but by you/others. POTUS
has dedicated so much time into labeling the MSM as fake news. We are fully prepared
that all social media will be shut down to prevent the spread of this information (i.e.

POTUS' Twitter etc. and/or mass censoring). Sealed Federal orders pre-submitted as
prevention and masked as 'in general' (though that does not account for rogue
agents/programmers within). Dates (impending actions) are deliberately provided for
authenticity. You can count the people who have the full picture on two hands. Of
those, only three are non-military. Game theory. Outside of a potential operator
someone has been dialed-in with orders (speci ic to his/her mission) nobody else has
this information. Operators never divulge. They are beginning to understand since
Podesta's attorney was just noti ied. Find Obama TODAY! (November 2)
If you decide to take down /pol/, we will be ready. Alice & Wonderland. To those
watching, you have a choice to make. You can stand up and do what you know to be
right, or you can suffer the consequences of your previous actions. Make no mistake,
you are on the losing side. The choice is yours.
Actions have created accelerated counter-actions. We have not yet ascertained the
scope of the attack. Watch the news outlets. POTUS' Twitter take down was not by
accident (as referenced several hours ago). Should the lights go out, please know we
are in control. Three letter agency embedded tracking/up-channel into POTUS'
Twitter to speci ically target through specialized geo and send his location. We
anticipated this. Perhaps more posts to follow as expected imminent departure. The
CIA just attacked the Commander in Chief which was immediately detected by
NSA/Military Intel and alerted to POTUS. If this leaks, or the immediate action ongoing
at Langley, you'll have your veri ication ahead of schedule.
November 3
Find John Podesta. Find Tony Podesta.
Did one or both escape the country or were let out? Find Obama. Where was he
YESTERDAY(November 2)? Look at the difference between commercial and private
regarding security clearance for departure. David Pekoske (Military, ret.) is the TSA
head. Which party did he contribute to? TSA is part of Homeland Security.
Post 9-11 protocols were put in place to prevent/stop inbound/outbound C-level
targets. What local airports are in close proximity to DC? What happened shortly after
9-11 (speci ically with all aircraft)? Someone was authorized to depart. ONLY 1
PLANE was authorized during this 'mandatory forced grounding'. Someone
SPECIFICALLY authorized this. It ties together.
Podesta's plane has a military escort (i.e. tag) and is being diverted (forced down).
Short delay. This will be leaked. Watch the news. Have faith. A fake news anchor won't
be on air tonight (Nov 3). The $18b from Soros went somewhere. It can be used by bad
actors (escape, bribes, rogue contractors, etc.). Slush fund. Did the US gov't
seize/stop/track other slush funds that prevent or create risk to operate. Kushner
traveled to Saudi Arabia recently. That's where the biggest donations originate from.
Something else is relevant with Saudi Arabia. Safe harbor. Port of transfer. There was a
recent smear campaign against Kushner and POTUS. The council of Wizards &
Warlocks cannot be defeated.

Huma Abedin is connected to an organization. Look at her family history. How did she
meet Hillary? Hillary says Huma Abedin is very close to her. Democrats dropping
Hillary suddenly. Deals were made with select democrats. We can expose every
crooked politician. 70%. Alice & Wonderland.
November 4
Jerred Kushner traveled to Saudi Arabia recently. Look at what Saudi Arabia is known
for. It's where the biggest donations originate from. Something else is relevant with
Saudi Arabia. Safe harbor. Port of transfer. There was a recent smear campaign against
Kushner and POTUS. Martial law was declared in Saudi Arabia. Money was donated to
the Clinton Foundation, the Pelosi Foundation, the McCain Institute, and the Civil
Service by Saudi Arabia. There are other bad actors have been bribed by Saudi Arabia.
The Bush family recently come out against POTUS. What are the laws in Saudi Arabia v.
US criminals? What information might be gained by these detainees? The National
Guard is actively deployed in Saudi Arabia. Have faith.
Disinformation is real. God bless. Alice & Wonderland. The Great Awakening.
Follow Harvard University Muslim Alumni (HUMA). Someone connects Hillary/Clinton
Foundation to Saudi Arabia. That someone is the Muslim Brotherhood. Look at the
Awan Group. Awan has ties to the Muslim Brotherhood. They have of ices somewhere
important. Cash laundering. Look at the relationship between Saudi Arabia & Pakistan.
Saudi Arabia provides tens of millions of dollars to US senior gov't of icials for a
reason.
Saudi Arabia obtains important access in exchange for payment. Before Hillary lost the
election of 2016, money was provided to the Clinton Foundation by Saudi Arabia
during 15/16. Hillary lost. Loss of access/power/control. The repayment of funds to
must Saudi Arabia occur. Obama send billions in cash to Iran. Congress wasn't noti ied.
This was classi ied under 'State Secrets', but someone has access to State Secrets.
Where did the planes carrying the cash depart from and land? The planes didn't all
land in the same location. How many planes carried the cash? This has to do with
North Korea. This has to do with the Saudi Arabia and Clinton Foundation cash
donations. This has to do with ISIS. This has to do with slush funds. Saudi Arabia
is so vitally important. Follow the money. Someone still has the money.
Look at Saudi Arabia today. Abdullah bin Abdulaziz and the events that transpired
directly thereafter. How was POTUS greeted compared to other former US Presidents
when in Saudi Arabia? This traditionally announces war. The last Tweet sent out by
POTUS was an instruction of some kind to someone. Where was POTUS when that
Tweet was sent? An attack took place in Saudi Arabia as operations were undertaken.
Flying objects. US operators are currently in Saudi Arabia.
Alice & Wonderland. Disinformation is real. Distractions are necessary.

Saudi Arabia is the primary, US is secondary, then Asia and EU. Alice & Wonderland.
What was POTUS' last Tweet (prior to)? It was addressed to someone speci ically. This
has never happened before. How many times did the attack occur (secondary clean
up)? Look at the purpose of tracking. Look at the purpose of disruption.
POTUS had a uniformed guards while in Hawaii. Military guards don't assist the Secret
Service. What lying object was recently shot down. Geo tracking (non-public c-level
pro) is that precise.
Alice & Wonderland. You'll soon understand the meaning behind Alice "&"
Wonderland. By the time POTUS returns from his trip, the world will be a different
place.
Godfather lll
Alice & Wonderland Alice (Lewis Carroll) = The Bloody Wonderland
Snow White
Wizards & Warlocks.
Alice & Wonderland.
Hillary & Saudi Arabia.
Saudi Arabia is known for the biggest donations. Something else is relevant with Saudi
Arabia. Safe harbor. Port of transfer. There was a recent smear campaign against
Kushner and POTUS.
Spider web. Hillary & Saudi Arabia (Alice & Wonderland). This is staged and
deliberate. Snow White Godfather lll.
MS-13 is funded by someone. Obama instructed Homeland Security & Border Patrol to
release MS-13 that were captured at the border. One agency has direct ties to (2)
major drug cartels. Immigration. Drugs. Someone you hire for a hit and can be
eliminated after the job is complete. Two were found dead shortly after Seth Rich's
murder. MS-13 is a priority. People pay such gangs to kill opponents to insulate
against exposure. The truth is mind blowing and cannot fully be exposed. These
people are evil.
AG Sessions / POTUS are prioritizing the removal of MS-13 and building the wall.
Saudi Arabia - The Bloody Wonderland = Alice & Wonderland
Snow White
Godfather III
Ten days. Darkness. Scare tactics (MSM). Democrats falling. Republicans walking away
or removed. Saudi Arabia to US - to Asia to EU. Disinformation is real.
Distractions are necessary. Focus was US today while real happening in Saudi Arabia
under same context (military control, martial law, missile strike (rogue) etc).
Necessary. POTUS' Twitter attack. What was the last Tweet by POTUS prior to Saudi
Arabia. Saudi Arabia (1), US (2), Asia (3), EU (4). Find POTUS. Military operations.
Operators in US. Snow White The Great Awakening Godfather III

Hillary wasn't prosecuted for the emails. Obama ultimately OK'd by using the non
government email address to communicate with Clinton. Obama also had an alias
along with each of his cabinet members. Therefore indicting Hillary would lead to
indicting Obama & his cabinet etc which could never happen. Remember he lied about
knowing but that ultimately came out in the dump.
Snow White
Godfather III.
FBI/Military Intel currently have open investigation into the Clinton Foundation.
Comey didn't drop this. Someone was the FBI director during the Haiti crisis. Many
kids disappeared. Money was sent to Clinton Foundation under disguise of Haiti relief
and actually went to Haiti. What countries donated big money to Clinton Foundation.
Saudi Arabia. Snow White. ((Hillary)) Seth Rich is only mentioned because it directly
relates to Saudi Arabia.
Las Vegas. What hotel did the 'reported' gun ire occur from? What loors speci ically?
Someone owns those top loors. What was the alleged shooter worth? Identify the
spook. Historical data collection reveals something. There was an eye witness. He
wasn't registered as a security guard. MS-13 is important. It doesn't add up. There
wasn't only one shooter. What do the new JFK iles infer? There wasn't only one
shooter.
Someone was in Las Vegas during this time. What was the real mission? Survivors are
dying randomly. These survivors have something in common. They talked on social
media. Were they going to form a group. How do they die? What CIA report was
released by Wikileaks? You can control a car. The survivors died in a car crash.
This connects to Saudi Arabia. It just happened in Saudi Arabia. Was POTUS in Las
Vegas that night? Someone had a classi ied meeting. Did Air Force 1 land at McCarran?
An unmarked tail numbers lew into McCarren that night. Trace Air Force 1 that entire
day. What do you notice.
Hillary was a puppet, but her strings were recently cut. She's now on her own and
ighting for her life. Obama paid the debt prior to leaving of ice. Hillary is not currently
in Saudi Arabia. Bill wants a deal and is using the former President card. Watch the
cookie quickly crumble. Soros its in. What happened in Saudi Arabia will happen here,
Asia, and the EU.
Hillary & Saudi Arabia. Snow White, Godfather III. Amazing how things make sense
once you are asked a question.
November 5
Game Theory. Moves and countermoves.
Someone is the enemy. False lags. Shooter identi ication. Shooter history. Shooter
background. Shooter family. MS-13.
De ine hostage and leverage.
Shooter. Family. Hostage. Force. Narrative. Race. Background.

Flynn is a retired Army Lieutenant General. He was involved in intelligence operations.
He had access and special privileges. Set up. Someone wins. Someone becomes
exposed. Someone knows where the bodies are buried. Someone has the access.
Look at the Military Intel. Someone was part of Military Intel during the Obama term.
Paint the picture. Disinformation exists and is necessary. 10 days. Darkness. War. Good
v Evil.
Instructions. Snow White. Godfather III. Signatures have necessary meaning. Snow
White. Godfather III. US assets. Location.
Someone was arrested in Saudi Arabia relating to the Harvard University Muslim
Alumni (HUMA). Foundation s. Institutes. Soros. Someone was killed in Saudi Arabia.
Someone ired. Someone really ired. Why would we ire? Follow the money. Someone
pulls the strings, but the strings are detached. Open season on puppets. Someone is
the puppets. Where are the puppets?
Mockingbird.
Global MSM.
Secret agents.
Anderson Cooper family background.
The Queen of England has long been in power. With power comes corruption. What
happened to Diana? She found something out. She entrusted someone to help her lee.
What was the cover? Why now? Old. Connection. News. Bad actor.
London Mayor. Background. Af iliation. Connection to Queen. British Military
Intelligence 5 agents dead. When. How. What was reported? What really happened?
Wealth. Corruption. Secret society. Evil.
Germany. Merkel. Migrants. Migrants are important.
Assets. Operations. Satan. Political leaders worship Satan. The upside down cross
represents something. Someone wears one openly. She is connected to someone. Spirit
Cooking represents something. Look at a cult. Someone is worshipped.
Snow White Godfather III Speed. POTUS.
You are all heroes. Come home safe. Godspeed.
We are now operational. Saudi Arabia cut the strings. They are scrambling for cover
and using any means necessary out of their remaining power/control.
Note when we sent the go orders and when this Tweet went live. Nothing is as it
seems. It lushed Obama out. Analyze the time stamps of my go message to Obama's
Tweet. MSM. CIA counter-ops. All will fall.
What have you learned about Harvard University Muslim Alumni (HUMA)? Obama is
af iliated with Harvard University Muslim Alumni (HUMA). Obama's pre-political days
were funded. The funds are frozen. The Muslim Brotherhood was af iliated. Fast

forward. The events in Saudi Arabia are so important. Kushner was in Saudi Arabia
recently. POTUS' last Tweet regarding Saudi Arabia prior to the happening. POTUS'
Twitter was taken down days before under cover of a rogue employee. There is an
ownership stake in Twitter.
Investments were made in Obama's pre-political days by Muslim Brotherhood and
Huma Abedin. They are the bad actors. Someone funds the majority of US 'senior'
politicians. Fantasy land. Obama was groomed to be Command in Chief. The US
political / election system is corrupt. Soros owns poll machines. They never thought
she would lose. Fantasy land. The complete picture would put 99% in a hospital.
POTUS is our savior. Goodnight Obama. Snow White. Godfather III.
Social media platforms. Top 10 shareholders of Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit. Saudi
Arabia is relevant. MSM. Controlling stakes in NBC/MSNBC, ABC, CBS, and CNN.
Investors in Fox News. Operation Mockingbird is active. Look at Anderson Cooper's
background.
Snow White. Godfather III. Speed. US Military is the savior of mankind. Fantasy land.
God save us all.
Someone owns /pol/. This is platform being used. Recent events almost occurred
regarding /pol/. Stay alert in main US cities (DC), sporting events, and other
conservative gatherings. More false lags are imminent. The Tuesday elections no
longer matter at this stage. Snow White. Godfather III. The above will have context as
news unfolds.
November 6
The arrest of Alwaleed and others are important. Alwaleed and Obama are tied to
Harvard University Muslim Alumni (HUMA). Alwaleed inanced Obama's pre-political
days. Look at Harvard University Muslim Alumni (HUMA). Obama was caught reading
'Post-American World by Fareed Zakaria' that was immediately disregarded as false.
Why would POTUS be reading this book? What church did Obama attend as prePOTUS? Someone was Obama's mentor. Alwaleed and Hillary are connected. Someone
was Hillary's mentor. Alwaleed and Bush Sr./Jr. are connected. We entered into a war
post 9-11. What was the purpose and disclosures given regarding justi ication.
Someone inanced 9-11. Classi ied 9-11 pages are now being released.
It just occurred in Saudi Arabia. FOIA docs are being publicly released. Important
information is contained within these c-releases. Christopher Wray is important with
regards to these releases. Money laundering. War generates many nation states to
payout billions. Someone audits where the money goes. $15,000 for a toothbrush? We
attacked Iraq. Halliburton. They specialize in oil ield services. 'Senior' level political
of icials are af iliated with Halliburton. Look at the primary goal. Look at the primary
mode of in luence that drives corruption. The money buys something. This is
connected to Saudi Arabia and Alwaleed. This is connected to Las Vegas.
One family was permitted to leave immediately after 9-11. Someone authorized this
departure. No one else was permitted to leave. It was a private plane. What can private

planes carry v commercial? What airport did they arrive/depart from. Something was
carried on a private plane to Iran. The Bin Laden family was here during 9-11.
Someone in Saudi Arabia is connected speci ically to the Bin Laden family. What did
they deliver? To whom? The money buys something.
The events in Saudi Arabia are relevant to the above. Someone is inancially backing
human traf icking. Someone is the 'broker' for underage sex. Think Saudi Arabia. FB &
Instagram plays a role in the capture. Think 'Taken'. Fantasy, right? Select senior
political of icials have foundations/institutes for a reason. Look at money laundering.
The money buys something. Other people were arrested in Saudi Arabia. Look at their
backgrounds. They are connected to the Podesta Group. You need something in order
to prosecute senior political of icials. You must avoid public misconception and justify
counter-political attacks to the mass public. The information is so vital. The MSM
portray the country as being divided. Look at money low disruption.
Look at the Billionaires. A family history goes back pre World War 1/2. The Bush
family recently broke the silence and attacked POTUS before the Saudi Arabia arrests.
Someone audits the billions paid for war and environment policy (side note). That's
where the funds go. Offshore. A slush fund was recently terminated by AG Sessions.
Look at Fast & Furious. Look at the underlying theme. MONEY.
Someone controls the Federal Reserve. How do political leaders/talking heads
accumulate assets in excess of $5mm+? What was the net worth for each prior to
taking of ice? Snow White. Godfather III. It is not coincidence there a terrorist attack
(or mental health c-level attack) within a short time after negative democratic news.
They think you are stupid. Puppets without power. They want your guns. No power
left. Someone funds ISIS. An email published by Wikileaks connects Saudi
Arabia/Qatar to ISIS!
Hillary was connected. Controlling the narrative is important. The MSM is so hostile
towards POTUS because someone controls the MSM. Someone sets the narrative for
the day. The narrative is communicated to the MSM.
The NSA/Military Intel has something to allow for data collection. Think Snowden. The
NSA is limited regarding the ability to capture and unmask US persons. Someone sets
the narrative, but someone else can violate this rule. Adm Rogers (Dir., NSA) is so
important. Someone wanted him ired. Adm Rogers (Dir., NSA) wasn't replaced by
POTUS when taking of ice. Someone has the ultimate power to designate classi ication.
Someone ultimately sets that classi ication. Fantasy land.
The acts that recently occurred in Saudi Arabia are so critically important. There are
US assets in place in/near Saudi Arabia. Assurances were made to protect the
Kingdom. Someone shot down the missile from Yemen. Was it really from Yemen? How
do we know? There are puppets and there are puppet masters. Someone pulls
the strings. Money provides power.
The US elections can be rigged, but JFK, Reagan, and Trump are different than the rest.
JFK surrounded himself with family much like POTUS.

Elections are bought and paid for. Largely because there are no voting ID laws in place.
What do you need an ID for? Look at the argument for not allowing voter ID laws to be
enacted.
Immigrants are important. (Muslim Brotherhood)(Votes)(Attacks)
Illegals are important. (MS-13)(Votes)(187)
On the campaign trail last year, Obama encouraged illegals within the US. This was
illegal. Someone owns sizeable stakes in voter machine companies. Someone decides
which voter machines are used in elections. Important counties still manually/hand
counted. The money buys something. You must prevent tampering. Most forms of
media are left-wing. Hollywood is left-wing. The narrative is so important. Liberals
defer to racism without proof.
Someone is Hillary's mentor. What party was he af iliated with? The democrats formed
the KKK. The democrats formed the Confederacy. Republicans abolished slavery.
Democrats are attempting to erase history. The black population is truly free today or
enslaved by the D party. There was an attack the day after bademocratic news is
published (D).
Let's pause and say hello to the rogue intelligence agencies currently monitoring
these threads. Was the money worth it? Titanic.
November 10
Trip added.
There's a coordinated effort to misdirect. Learn to distinguish between
relevant/non-relevant news. Disinformation is real. Disinformation is necessary.
Ex: US ML National Guard (1) False Saudi Arabia True
Questions were asked regarding Saudi Arabia prior to Saudi Arabia events. Think
mirror. Look there, or here, or there. The truth is behind you.
A map is useful. A legend is useful. Look at a sequence. A map become a guide. Look at
a keystone. The Future provides the past. Map provides a picture. The picture provides
a 40,000 foot view.
Think direction. Think full picture.
Someone controls the narrative. Look at a spell. Someone is asleep. Dissemination.
Attention on deck. There is an active war on your mind. Be prepared. Operations
underway. Operators active. Graphic is essential. Find the keystone. Moves and
countermoves. They never thought she would lose. Snow white. Godfather III. Iron
Eagle. Closing Act: Dismantled. Impossible to clean.

November 11
Hard to swallow. Important to progress.
There are puppet masters.
House of Saud (6+++) $4 Trillion+
Rothschild (6++) $2 Trillion+
Soros (6+) $1 Trillion+
Focus on the above three. Public wealth disclosures are false. Many governments of the
world feed the 'Eye'. Think slush funds. Think war. Think environmental pacts. A
triangle has three sides. Eye of Providence. Follow the bloodlines. Look at the
keystone.
Satan exist, or at least the thought of Satan. People worships Satan. Look at a cult.
Epstein Island. Look at a temple. Worship. The temple is on top of a mountain. There
are many levels below. There is signi icance in the colors, design and symbol above the
dome. Puppet masters. The puppet masters traveled to this island. When? How often?
“Vladimir Putin: The New World Order Worships Satan”
The events in Saudi Arabia are extraordinary. Important people were arrested. The
bank records provide names, family history, investment/ownership stakes, and pointto-point contacts.
EX: Alwaleed Harvard University Muslim Alumni (HUMA) Obama Citigroup US Control
House of Saud. House of Saud US Control
Follow the money.
Power shifts recently occurred. A new King was appointed. For the irst time in history,
one side of the triangle has been removed. The other sides are falling. +++ ++ +
LIST THE ROTHSCHILD-OWNED BANKS!
The Federal Reserve and the IRS FACT: US Federal Reserve is a privately-owned
company, sitting on its very own patch of land, immune to the US laws.
There's a list of Republicans in the House and Senate that have announced they won't
seek re-election: Bob Corker. Charlie Dent. Jeff Flake. Lynn Jenkins. Sam Johnson. Raul
Labrador. Frank LoBiondo. Tim Murphy.
Wealth over generations buys power. Power over generations buys more
wealth/control. More wealth/control buys countries and its people. These three
families combined = NWO. Teh families will collapse.
Look at the keystone. One Nation dominates all others. One Nation has in luence over
most others. Look at the keystone.
Return to Saudi Arabia. Strings are cut (+++) and the puppets (+++) are in shadows.
Each side of the triangle controls a certain subsect of power brokers. Power brokers
are also puppets/servants. Look at the New World Order. POTUS received a sword

dance when visiting Saudi Arabia. This means something culturally - war. What
occurred in Saudi Arabia? POTUS removed one side of the pyramid. What did POTUS
receive while visiting China. Where did POTUS dine? China, Russia, and others are
coordinating with POTUS to eliminate the NWO.
Someone really controls North Korea. Someone controls several agencies within the
US, EU, and abroad. The NSA is so vital. An enormous scale of events are currently
ongoing. Russia is helping to kill ISIS. Joint missions are underway. The world is
ighting back.
The Great Awakening. Snow White. Iron Eagle. Jason Bourne (2016)(Dream/CIA).
Rogue operators are here. They failed to shut down the site. This will only get worse.
November 12
Soros replaced family 'y'. Someone is family 'y'. Trace the bloodlines of these (3)
families.
Hitler was a puppet. Someone was his handler. There was a real purpose of the war.
What age was George Soros? Look at the Soros family history. What has occurred since
the fall of N Germany. Look at Andrea Merkel's family history. Follow the bloodline.
Important people died on the Titanic in 1912. A certain class of people were
guaranteed a lifeboat. Select individuals did not make it to the lifeboats. We know if
someone was on the lifeboats (D or A). How were names and bodies recorded back
then? Less than 10 people were speci ically invited.
Important people died during on the Hindenburg. Someone controls the narrative. The
truth would put 99% of people in the hospital. It must be controlled.
Look at the Federal Reserve. What does the Federal Reserve control, and who controls
the Federal Reserve? Someone approved the formation of the Federal Reserve.
Hollywood glori ies Titanic as a tragic love story. A man lived in that movie, but the
opposite is true. Brainwashing!
Snow White. Iron Eagle. Jason Bourne (CIA/Dream). A 40,000 foot view is necessary to
understand the US - Saudi - global events. Decreasing altitude. We won't ly that high
again. The higher the altitude greater the risk of conspiracy.
Look at NSA - Q group. Someone has clearance to the full picture. The Signal
Intelligence Service (SIS) is good. NSA is at war with CIA. POTUS shifts the narrative.
It's a (New) Age of Enlightenment. 80% covert. 20% public.
C-info leaks. Operations (Saudi Arabia + !!!). CNN sale. Why did a public company
receive a large cash injection by CIA? Someone controls the MSM. The primary
objective from beginning was for POTUS to discredit MSM. How is the information
transmitted? How are people informed? Sarah A. C. attacked (hack-attempt).
Operation Mockingbird repeated. Jason Bourne (CIA/Dream) repeated. Think social
media platforms. Someone is the Wizards & Warlocks. The Wizards & Warlocks

control a council. Think Snowden (inside terms dropped). Disney is a distraction.
Senate & Congress = puppets (not all)(power shift). GERONIMO.
This is not a game. DIRECT ATTACK TODAY BY NYT/CIA. The article is disinfo and
made to send a message to POTUS. New measures are active and in place. Distress
calls to others will do you and your family no good at this stage. We know where
you and your family are at all times. We can hear you breathing. If you must
capture a very dangerous animal, you don't attack it from the front and walk through
the front door. You don't signal ahead of time you will be attacking.
You must distinguish between good and bad. You must trust who keeps the secrets.
You must prevent leaks. You must trust someone to complete the mission. You must
prevent warnings from being sent. Adm Rogers (Dir., NSA) is so important. The source
code to former NSA collection p's publicly released. You must blind the CIA. What was
Snowden's real primary mission? Snowden was not acting on his own.
A show is being put on by AG Sessions since his con irmation. A show is being put on
by POTUS since AG Sessions' con irmation. AG Sessions' con irmation was challenged
heavily, yet Rod Rosenstein's con irmation smooth and easy. What was the vote count
for Rod Rosenstein? Sessions recused himself. A group has vocally supported Robert
Mueller repeatedly.
If we must capture a very dangerous animal, who is best to conduct the attack? Look at
the one force necessary to retain control - the US Military. They play such a vital role in
this global game of RISK. POTUS departed Manila 30 min ahead of schedule. Air Force
1 is landing in Hawaii and has in-air refueling ability. Nothing is as it appears. Look at
the nickname for DC. What was the DC vote breakdown between Trump & Clinton?
Sealed indictments are outside of DC jurisdiction. This is on purpose. Judicial
appointments are being rapidly completed.
For the coming days ahead, ask yourself an honest question. Why would a billionaire someone who has it all - endanger himself and his family by becoming POTUS? He
wants to make the US and the world a better place for those who have long been taken
advantage of. He could not stomach the thought of mass murders occurring to satisfy
Moloch or the thought of children being kidnapped, drugged, and raped while
leaders/law enforcement of the world turn a blind eye. He was tired of seeing how
certain races/countries were being constantly abused and kept in need and suffering
all for a speci ic purpose. He could not, in good conscious, see the world burn.
Hours after the election, seven people traveled to an undisclosed location to hold a
very private & highly secured/guarded meeting. Hillary didn't give a concession
speech. When was the last time a presidential candidate didn't personally give a
concession speech.
What happens if the border remained open and the MSM continued to brainwash. At
what point do Patriots, and hard working men and woman, become the minority. What
about voting machines. Someone owns the voting machines. What about voter ID
laws? Photo ID? Where is now necessary and must be presented? Make a list. Laugh.

The chances of defeating evil grow less and less with each passing year. The 'red line'
has meaning. The arrests made in Saudi Arabia are very important. Strings were
immediately cut. Follow the money. A bird sings for a reason. Someone inanced 9-11.
Bin Laden had a handler. The CIA was tasked to hunt/kill/capture UBL, not Military
Intel. If we found UBL, eliminated his security, we couldn't take him alive. We couldn't
capture UBL and extract other possible T-level events. Someday people will
understand they planed to conduct 'another' mass extinction.
WWI & II were orchestrated and planned by select families. Fantasy land. The more
people there are, the more power the people have. Democrats push for gun control
directly after every tragic incident. This is so very important to their agenda. We, the
people, are someone they are afraid will one day awake.
The Lord's Prayer
***
Warning: Nothing is as it appears. Dissinformation is required.
Cliff notes:
Trump was asked by NSA/MI to run for POTUS. CIA, FBI, SS et al are corrupt. MSM is a
puppet
Obama, Clinton, and Abedin are puppets of the Muslim Brotherhood and corrupt Saudi
Arabia
The Iran hostage was a cover to payback Clinton's campaign contributions from SA
and in turn NK was given nuclear weapons
MS-13 are US puppets. Disposable hitmen and drug runners. They were hired to
assassinate Seth Rich
POTUS is draining the swamp in one fell swoop. He will enact Martial law and wipe out
corruption by enacting the National Guard (A Soros group may be called domestic
terror). It has already happened in Saudi Arabia. Europe will be next.
Saudia Arabia was our puppet until Trump cleaned house. There is no loyalty amongst
thieves.

